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A numerical and experimental investigation of ‘‘inverse’’ triple flames
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Tribrachial or triple flames represent a class of partially premixed flames that generally contain three
spatially distinct but synergistically coupled reaction zones, namely a rich premixed, a lean
premixed, and a nonpremixed reaction zone. The generally considered flow arrangement for
burner-stabilized triple flames involves a rich mixture issuing from a central port and a lean mixture
from two outer ports, which we call a reference configuration~RC!. Herein, we examine an inverse
configuration~IC! in which a fuel-lean stream is flanked by two fuel-rich streams. The reaction zone
topology in this configuration is richer and more complex compared to that in a RC flame. A
numerical-experimental investigation is conducted to characterize the fundamental differences and
similitude between the RC and IC methane–air triple flames in both spatial and mixture fraction
based coordinates. The detailed structure of IC triple flames and their response to variations in the
rich and lean equivalence ratios are examined. Finally, the transient behavior of the flames in both
configurations is described. The IC and RC flames have markedly different spatial structures. In the
inverse configuration, the global flame contains five reaction zones. The predicted and measured
topologies of the various reaction zones are in excellent agreement. The modified mixture fraction
~j! is found to be effective in characterizing the structure of both RC and IC flames. The scalar
profiles in terms ofj clearly illustrate the similitude between the two flames. The three reaction
zones in the RC flame have a structure that is similar to that of the corresponding five reaction zones
of the IC flame. The two nonpremixed~or the two rich premixed reaction zones! in the IC flames
are not differentiated in terms ofj. Both the flames are subjected to a buoyancy-induced instability
at normal gravity that generates large vortex structures, which cause the reaction zones to flicker.
The flame–vortex interaction is initiated in the nonpremixed reaction zone for the IC flame and in
the lean premixed reaction zone for the RC flame. Consequently, the IC flame flickers with higher
amplitude but lower frequency as compared to the RC flame. There is good agreement between the
measured and predicted flickering frequencies for the two flames. Asf rich is increased, the height
of the two rich premixed reaction zones in the IC flames increases, their tips open, and the chemical
activity in these zones decreases. While the oscillation frequency is essentially constant, the
oscillation amplitude increases asf rich is increased. The effect of increasingf lean is to enhance
chemical activity in the lean premixed zone. However, the two rich premixed zones and the outer
nonpremixed zone are relatively unaffected by variations inf lean. The oscillation amplitude and
frequency also remain unaffected by variations inf lean. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tribrachial or triple flames represent a class of partia
premixed flames that generally contain three reaction zo
namely a rich premixed, a lean premixed, and a nonprem
reaction zone. These reaction zones are spatially distinct
are synergistically coupled due to the thermochemical
fluid dynamic interactions between them. At a fundamen
level, each reaction zone is influenced by the other two
that the global flame structure is strongly dependent u
these interactions. Therefore, the effects of heat and m
transfer, differential diffusion, and flame speed and curvat
are among the essential issues of interest while investiga
these flames.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
ska@uic.edu
2651070-6631/2001/13(1)/265/11/$18.00
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In recent years triple flames have received increas
attention. Numerous experimental and computational inv
tigations that employ both counterflow and coflow config
rations have been reported.1–11 Triple flames are likely to
occur in many practical situations whenever pockets of r
and lean mixtures coexist in close proximity. For instan
during the reignition of turbulent mixtures, local quenchin
is thought to create favorable conditions for triple flames
be established.2 Another important role of triple flames ha
been shown to be in the stabilization of nonpremix
flames.1–3,11 Here, two ~one rich and the other lean! self-
propagating premixed reaction zones at an edge are beli
to anchor a nonpremixed reaction zone that is establishe
between them.

Other practical systems also involve partial premixi
and triple flames. The computational study of Domingo a
il:
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Vervisch12 reveals the existence of triple flamelets during t
autoignition of nonpremixed laminar and turbulent mixture
More direct evidence of partially premixed combustion
diesel engines has been reported by Flynnet al.13 Chomiak
et al.14 have conducted a numerical investigation of flam
liftoff and stabilization inn-heptane sprays under condition
similar to those in diesel engine, and they observe that fla
stabilization occurs due to the upstream propagation
‘‘triple’’ flames. They argue that while the stabilizatio
mechanism is quite complex, it is determined by a bala
between the local convection velocity and the triplet fla
propagation speed.

Our previous investigations of triple flames have cons
ered a planar coflow configuration15 in which a rich mixture
is introduced from the inner slot and a lean mixture from
two symmetric outer slots.6,7 In this configuration@referred
to herein as the reference configuration~RC!#, the triple
flame contains an inner rich premixed reaction zone, an o
lean premixed zone, and a nonpremixed reaction zone w
partially oxidized fuel and oxidizer~from the rich and lean
zones, respectively! mix in stoichiometric proportion and un
dergo combustion. An alternate scenario is related to the
verse of this flow arrangement for burner-stabilized trip
flames, which involves a lean mixture issuing from the ce
tral slot and a rich mixture from the two outer slots. In th
inverse configuration~IC! the reaction zone topology be
comes richer and more complex, and can contain as man
five reaction zones. Experimental images based on theC2*
chemiluminescent emission from triple flames establishe
normal gravity in both the reference and inverse configu
tions are presented in Fig. 1. Both configurations are cha
terized by the presence of triple points at which three~lean
premixed, rich premixed, and nonpremixed! reaction zones
merge. Since the flames are symmetric with respect to
central plane indicated by the broken line, only a charac
istic half image of each flame is presented. As indicated
Fig. 1, the inverse flame contains a lean premixed~LP! re-
action zone, a nonpremixed reaction zone~NP1!, two rich
premixed reaction zones~RP1 and RP2!, and another non-
premixed reaction zone~NP2!.

There are several potential scenarios in practical co
bustion systems to which the inverse triple flame configu
tion is relevant. Any turbulent combustion system can c
tain a stratified flow that consists of a pocket of lean mixtu
surrounded by a rich mixture that is surrounded by anot
lean mixture. This will lead to the formation of an invers
triple flame of the type illustrated in Fig. 1. Another examp
pertains to a liquid rocket combustor in which a liquid ox
dizer is injected into a gaseous fuel environment. In suc
system, an inverse triple flame may form around or in
wake of a group of droplets, due to the formation of fuel-ri
and fuel-lean regions as a result of interactions between
droplets.

II. OBJECTIVE

Therefore, this investigation is motivated by the cons
eration that while IC flames can be relevant to combus
burning gaseous and liquid fuels, previous investigations
Downloaded 15 Dec 2008 to 138.195.69.216. Redistribution subject to AI
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triple flames have focused only on the reference configu
tion. By investigating IC triple flames, we can examine t
extent to which conclusions made regarding RC triple flam
can be generalized to other configurations. The IC flames
also be viewed as a generic class of flames in which
supply section contains an array of alternate rich and l
mixtures.

In this context, the transient behavior of IC and R
flames under 1 g conditions is also of interest. In a previo
investigation,7 we have shown that under certain conditio
RC triple flames exhibit flickering whereby the outer le
premixed and the nonpremixed reaction zones are subje
to large-amplitude periodic oscillations, but the inner ri
premixed reaction zone is relatively shielded from these
stabilities. In the corresponding IC flames the outer rich p
mixed reaction zone should flicker strongly, since it intera
more closely with the ambient, while the inner lean premix
flame should be shielded from the flame flicker.

Our objective, therefore, is to characterize the struct
and dynamics of normal-gravity triple flames in the inver
configuration. We first compare the RC and IC methane–
triple flame structures, and characterize interactions betw
the various reaction zones in each case. The results
focus on the detailed structure of IC triple flames, and
effects of rich and lean equivalence ratios on the flame st
ture. Thereupon, we examine the similitude and differen
between the RC and IC triple flames in both spatial a

FIG. 1. Comparison of the experimental triple flame images in the refere
and inverse configurations. The inverse flame~IC! is on the left-hand side
and the reference flame~RC! is on the right-hand side. For both cases, t
conditions aref rich51.8, f lean50.38, andVrich5Vlean50.3 m s21. Here,
f rich andf lean, respectively, denote the rich and lean equivalence ratios,
Vrich and Vlean the rich and lean stream reactant velocities through
burner. The reaction zone heights are in units of cm.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of~a! the slot burner, and
~b! the computational domain. Dimensions are in un
of mm.
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mixture fraction based coordinates. Finally, the transient
havior of the flames in both configurations is characteriz

III. NUMERICAL MODEL

The numerical model simulates a triple flame establis
on a Wolfhard–Parker slot burner shown schematically
Fig. 2. For the reference flame, a rich mixture is introduc
from the inner slot and a lean mixture from the two symm
ric outer slots@cf. Fig. 2~a!#, while for the inverse flame, a
lean mixture is issued from the inner slot and a rich mixtu
from the outer slots.

A time-dependent two-dimensional model based on a
rect numerical simulation methodology is employed. T
CH4–air chemistry is represented by a detailed 24-spec
81-step reaction mechanism.16 Using Cartesian coordinate
(x,y), the conservation equations can be written in the fo

]~rc!

]t
1

]~ruc!

]x
1

]~rvc!

]y

5
]

]x S Gf
]c

]x D1
]

]y S Gf
]c

]y D1Sf.

Herer represents the density andu andv the transverse~x!
and axial~y! velocity components, respectively. The gene
form of this equation represents either of the mass, mom
tum, species, or energy conservation equations, depen
upon the variable used in place ofc. The gravitational ac-
celeration term is included in the axial momentum equati
The transport coefficientGf and the source termsSf appear-
ing in the governing equations are provided in Ref. 4. The
of governing equations is completed by introducing the g
bal species conservation equation and the state equation
thermodynamic and transport properties appearing in
above-mentioned equations are considered to be temper
and species dependent. A detailed algorithm, similar to
in CHEMKIN,17 is employed to calculate these properties.

The computational model is based on an algorithm
veloped by Kattaet al.18 The algorithm employs an implici
formulation to solve the unsteady gas-phase equations.
governing equations are integrated by using a ‘‘finite con
Downloaded 15 Dec 2008 to 138.195.69.216. Redistribution subject to AI
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volume’’ approach with a staggered, nonuniform grid syst
~131388!. The computational domain is shown in Fig. 2~b!.
In order to minimize the effects of any outside disturbanc
the computational boundaries in both the axial and transv
directions are located sufficiently far from the physical d
main. Grid lines are clustered near the flame surfaces to
solve the steep gradients of the dependent variables. A
erative alternating direction implicit technique is used f
solving the resulting (Ns13) sets of algebraic equations.
stable numerical-integration procedure is achieved by c
pling the species and energy equations through the chem
reaction source terms. Further details about the numer
procedure, validation, and the treatment of boundary con
tions are provided elsewhere.18,19

Measurements. Atmospheric methane–air triple flame
are established using a Wolfhard–Parker slot burner
contains a central slot and two symmetric outer slots. T
burner has been described in detail elsewhere.7 Ceramic in-
serts are used to straighten and laminarize the flow in
slots. The rectangular burner geometry provides symmetr
two-dimensional flames. The velocities and equivalence
tios in the inner and outer slots can be controlled indep
dently.

Images of the flame chemiluminescence from unste
inverse triple flames were recorded using a high-speed v
~Kodak EktaPro! system with a 4 msexposure time at 250
Hz. In the case of unsteady flames, roughly 30 high-qua
images could be recorded during one flickering cycle at t
rate. The flickering frequency was measured from the
corded images obtained using the high-speed video cam

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Validation

We have previously reported measurements of
triple6,7,20 and double flames.15 The measurements include
those of chemiluminescent emission, temperature using
lographic interferometry, and velocity based on particle i
age velocimetry and laser Doppler velocimetry. This allow
for a detailed validation of our numerical model, which com
pared the measured and predicted velocity and tempera
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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fields,6 the experimentally obtainedC2* chemiluminescent
emission with the spatial distribution of predicted heat
lease rates,6,7,15 and the measured and predicted flickeri
frequencies and unsteady reaction zone topologies for a
triple flame.7

B. Grid independence

Detailed discussion of the grid dependence of the
merical results for both steady and unsteady triple flames
been provided in Ref. 19. A representative result showing
effect of local grid refinement on the computed flame str
ture is presented in Fig. 3. The heat release rate contour
two different grids indicate that there is essentially no diff
ence in the triple flame structure predicted by the two gri
the global locations of the three reaction zones are ne
identical. However, the structure of the outer lean premix
zone can be made smoother by using local grid refinem
which is implemented herein.

More quantitative results on the effect of grid refineme
on the computed flame structure are presented in Fig

FIG. 3. ~Color! Comparison of the heat release rate contours for a RC tr
flame computed using two different grids:~a! 131388 and~b! 1313108.
The conditions aref rich51.8, f lean50.38, and Vrich50.3 m s21 and
Vlean50.7 m s21 and zero gravity.
Downloaded 15 Dec 2008 to 138.195.69.216. Redistribution subject to AI
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FIG. 5. ~Color! Comparison of the simulated IC and RC triple flames
terms of the volumetric heat release rate contours. The conditions c
spond to those for the flames discussed in the context of Fig. 1.

e

FIG. 4. Comparison of the heat release rate profiles at four transverse
tions; i.e.,Y514, 30, 75, 85 mm, for two different grids:~a! 131388 and
~b! 1313108.
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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269Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 1, January 2001 A numerical and experimental investigation
which compares the heat release rate profiles in the tr
verse direction for the two grids. At lower axial location
(Y514 and 30 mm!, where the triple flame is characterize
by the presence of three reaction zones and interactions
tween them, the two grids yield identical results. However
higher axial locations, where the outer lean premixed zon
present, the predictions exhibit some grid dependency. W
local grid refinement, the spatial resolution of the lean p
mixed reaction zone is enhanced, and this zone is shi
slightly away from the centerline. This shift, however, has
effect on the rich premixed and the nonpremixed react
zones. The quantitative effect of grid refinement on the lo
values of the three dependent variables in the lean prem
zone is presented in Table I. As the grid is refined fro
131388 to 1313108, the temperature and oxygen mass fr
tion change by about 3% while the axial velocity changes
1%. Note that for the finer grid, the grid size in the outer le
premixed zone is reduced by a factor of 3.

The effect of grid refinement on unsteady flame simu
tions was also quantified. Both the global and detailed te
poral characteristics of the computed triple flame were fou
to be essentially grid independent. For example, the am
tude of oscillation was found to be nearly identical for t
two grids, while the computed frequencies for the coarse
fine grids were 9.04 and 9.17 Hz, respectively. The measu
frequency for the same case was 8.9 Hz. The effect of t
poral step size on the computed flame has been reporte
our previous investigation.7

C. Global flame structure

Figure 1 presents the global structure of RC~right! and
IC ~left! triple flames in terms of theC2* chemiluminescent
emission. The flow conditions are described in the capt
for Fig. 1. Since the flow is symmetric with respect to t
centerline atX50 ~indicated by the broken line!, only half of
the domain is presented. TheC2* emission signal is confined
to relatively thin sheet-like reaction zones. Images of
corresponding flames obtained from numerical simulati
conducted under identical conditions are presented in te
of heat release rate contours in Fig. 5.

Since the dimensions of the inner and outer slots
different, the overall equivalence ratio is different for the tw
cases;foverall50.64 for the RC flame and it is 1.51 for the I
flame. Moreover, the Froude numbers (Fr5v in /~gL)1/2) for
the two cases are different, since the relevant length sc
are different. For the reference flame, the Froude num
based on the inner slot width is 1.11, whereas for the inve
flame its value based on the outer slot width equals 0
Consequently, the inverse flame is expected to have hig

TABLE I. Values of three dependent variables in the lean premixed z
(X526.13 mm andY591.03 mm) for two different grids.

1313108 131388 % change

Temperature~K! 1335 1297 2.8
Vertical velocity ~m/s! 0.368 0.372 1.0
O2 mass fraction~%! 11.59 11.96 3.2
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propensity for flickering as compared to the reference flam
This was confirmed by both measurements and simulatio
which indicated that the oscillation amplitude for the inver
flame is significantly higher than that for the reference flam

The IC and RC flames~depicted in Figs. 1 and 5! have
markedly different spatial structures. The RC flame exhib
a typical triple flame structure with a nonpremixed reacti
zone ~NP! located in between the rich premixed~RP! and
lean premixed reaction zones~LP!. As previously reported,7

the inner rich premixed flame is relatively stable for th
flame, while the outer lean premixed flame tends to flicke

In the inverse configuration, the global flame conta
five reaction zones.~Since the flame contains five reactio
zones, it is perhaps more appropriate to call it a quintu
flame, rather than a triple flame. However, this may be c
fusing in the context of comparing the flames in two diffe
ent configurations.! The first three, namely a lean premixe
zone~LP!, a nonpremixed zone~NP1!, and a rich premixed
zone ~RP1!, are stabilized at the thin wall separating th
inner and outer slots. These three zones constitute a t
flame that is analogous to the RC triple flame. The nonp
mixed reaction zone~NP1! is established where excess a
and partially oxidized fuel, respectively, from the lean~LP!
and rich ~RP1! premixed zones meet in stoichiometric pr
portion. The outer two reaction zones, i.e., the rich premix
zone~RP2! and the nonpremixed zone~NP2!, form a double
flame, stabilized at the edge of the outer slot. As reported
Shuet al.,5,15 the nonpremixed zone~NP2! is established due
to the burning of partially oxidized fuel in ambient air. Th
partial oxidation of fuel occurs in the rich premixed zon
RP2.

It is important to note that the flame structure in both t
RC and IC configurations is strongly influenced by the a
bient, which is considered to be quiescent and containing
The presence of ambient air has a much stronger influenc
the IC flame compared to that on the RC flame. For exam
if the ambient were assumed to consist of only nitrogen,
IC flame would contain only three reaction zones, nam
LP, NP1, and RP1. Consequently, it would be important
characterize the effect of replacing ambient air by ambi
nitrogen on the structure of RC and IC flames.21 We intend
to examine this issue in a future investigation.

Figure 6 contains a comparison of the phase-matc
experimental and simulated images for an IC flame es
lished at conditions corresponding to Figs. 1 and 5. T
simulated image is based on the CHO mass fraction con
~since CHO has been reported to be an excellent marke
flame heat release22!, while the experimental image presen
the C2* chemiluminescent emission signal~which we have
previously found to correlate with the reactant flow rat
and, thereby, the overall heat release15!. The predicted and
measured topologies of the various reaction zones are in
cellent agreement, although there is a slight difference w
respect to the heights of the inner lean premixed reac
zone.

A comparison of the IC and RC flames in terms of te
perature and velocity fields is presented in Fig. 7. The vel

e
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ity profiles clearly exhibit the effect of buoyancy, since t
flow is accelerated in the high temperature regions as a re
of the density gradients. Entrainment from the surroundi
in the RC flame occurs into the LP and the NP react
zones. Consequently, the velocity vectors in the lean p
mixed and nonpremixed regions are directed toward the c
terline, and the flame becomes globally more compact.
RC flame exhibits a single high temperature region that
curs between the nonpremixed and rich premixed reac
zones. In the inverse configuration, there are two high te
perature regions surrounded by cooler gas, one between

FIG. 6. Comparison of the experimental~left-hand side! and simulated
~right-hand side! flame images for the IC triple flame considered in t
context of Figs. 1 and 4.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the RC and IC triple flames in terms of the temp
ture and velocity fields. The conditions correspond to those for the fla
discussed in the context of Fig. 1.
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lean premixed~LP! and the central nonpremixed~NP1! re-
action zones, and the other between the outer rich prem
~RP2! and the outermost nonpremixed~NP2! reaction zones.

Buoyant transport is unaffected by the configuration.
the IC flame the buoyant convection induced by the h
temperature region closest to the centerline is similar in
ture to that in the RC flame. Here, velocity vectors are
rected toward the centerline, causing the central nonp
mixed~NP1! and the innermost rich premixed~RP1! reaction
zones to assume a convex curvature, as shown in Fig. 5.
asymmetry of the entire rich premixed reaction zone~encom-
passing RP1 and RP2! is partly attributable to this effect, an
partly to the differences in interactions between the vario
reaction zones. The outer high temperature region influen
the shape of the outer nonpremixed~NP2! reaction zone and
the air entrainment from the otherwise quiescent amb
into the flame. Gravity has a relatively stronger influence
the IC flame due to its lower Froude number than on the
flame. This is confirmed by examining the velocity field
Fig. 7, which indicates that the maximum velocity in the
flame is noticeably larger~4.27 compared to 3.45 m s21! than
that in the RC flame. Another important effect of buoya
acceleration is the presence of an absolute instability, wh
induces well-organized flame oscillations. This aspect w
be discussed later.

D. Combustion efficiency

The two flames differ significantly with respect to th
total fuel consumption and combustion efficiency. Figure
presents the axial profiles of major species’ mass fracti
averaged along the transverse direction. In accord with
results presented previously, the profiles exhibit signific
differences regarding the spatial structures of the two flam
The methane mass fraction profiles indicate that while
methane is completely consumed in the IC flame, so
methane remains unburnt at the burner exit for the RC fla
This can be attributed to the fact that the outer lean premi
reaction zone has an open tip for the RC flame, while
corresponding rich premixed reaction zone for the IC c
has a closed tip. It is important to note that the total amo
of fuel injected is significantly higher for the IC case com
pared to that for the RC case. As a consequence, the m
fractions of CO2 and H2O at the burner exit are much highe
for the IC flame. However, the ‘‘intermediate fuel’’ specie
~CO and H2) profiles indicate the averaged mass fractions
these species at the burner exit are significantly higher for
IC flame compared to those for the RC flame. This impl
that a relatively large amount of CO and H2 leak through the
outer nonpremixed reaction zone~NP2! and remain unburnt
at the burner exit for the IC flame.

In summary, the consumption of methane is more e
cient for the RC flame than for the IC flame, but relative
significant amounts of unburnt CO and H2 ~intermediate fuel
species! leak through the IC flame. This implies a lowe
combustion efficiency for the IC flame. To examine this a
pect, the actual and theoretical volumetric heat release r
were computed for the two flames. Based on the total f
flow rates, the theoretical heat release rates assuming th
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271Phys. Fluids, Vol. 13, No. 1, January 2001 A numerical and experimental investigation
of the methane is converted to CO2 and H2O are 1.01 and 2.2
kJ s21 for the RC and IC cases, respectively. The actual h
release rates obtained from the predicted heat release
profiles are, respectively, 0.93 and 1.93 kJ s21, yielding com-
bustion efficiencies of 91.8% and 87.1% for the RC and
flames, respectively, which is in correspondence with
leakage of CO and H2

E. State relationships and similitude

We have found that the conserved scalar approach b
on a modified mixture fraction is effective~1! in character-
izing state relationships and~2! for examining the similitude
between partially premixed flames in differe
configurations.4–7 We follow a similar approach here to ex
amine the similitude between the inverse and refere
flames. The modified mixture fraction is defined asj5(Z

FIG. 8. Comparison of RC and IC flames in terms of the average m
fractions of major species plotted vs the axial distance. The term ‘‘rever
refers to the inverse configuration~IC!. Conditions correspond to those o
Fig. 1.
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2Zl)/(Zr2Zl), whereZ denotes the local mass fraction of a
elemental species~herein taken as the local nitrogen ma
fraction! and the subscriptsr andl represent conditions at th
boundaries of the rich and lean regions, respectively.

Figure 9 presents the modified mixture fraction~left! and
heat release rate~right! contours for the IC triple flame es
tablished at conditions corresponding to Fig. 1. Althou
there are differences in the contour shapes, both the mod
mixture fraction and heat release rate contours are effec
in identifying the five reaction zones, and suggest that
thermochemistry and state relationships are well correla
In terms of thej contours, the inner lean premixed reactio
zone ~LP! lies in the range of 0.04,j,0.08, both of the
inner and outer nonpremixed zones~NP1 and NP2! between
0.36,j,0.44, and both of the rich premixed zones betwe
0.75,j,0.9. The contours also indicate that the five distin
reaction zones in the physical space are reduced to threej
space, since the two nonpremixed zones~NP1 and NP2! and
the two rich premixed zones~RP1 and RP2! are represented
by the samej contours, respectively. This again undersco
the effectiveness of the modified mixture fraction in chara
terizing triple flames in different configurations.

Figure 10 presents state relationships for the temp
ture, OH ~a radical species!, and CO~an intermediate par-
tially oxidized species! mass fractions with respect toj along
three transverse locations for the RC and IC triple flames
order to identify the location of the various reaction zon
the heat release profile at a single transverse location is
perimposed. Although the global flames in both configu
tions have complex structures containing multiple reactio
the three scalars follow similar state relationships in terms
the modified mixture fraction in the two configurations. Th

ss
’’

FIG. 9. Flame structure in terms of the modified mixture fraction and h
release rate contours for the IC flame corresponding to the condition
Fig. 1.
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has important implications for the modeling of partially pr
mixed turbulent combustion, since it appears that it is p
sible to develop laminar flamelet libraries for partially pr
mixed flames based on the mixture fraction approach.
heat release rate profiles also exhibit good similitude
tween the two flames, although the magnitude of the h
release peaks differs due to the different overall equivale
ratios in the two configurations.

FIG. 10. Similitude between the RC and IC triple flames illustrated
plotting the variation of heat release rate, temperature, and OH and CO
fractions with respect to the modified mixture fraction at three axial d
placements, namely,Y59, 30, and 75 mm. The conditions correspond
those for the flames discussed in the context of Fig. 1.
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The scalar profiles clearly illustrate the similitude b
tween the two flames. The three reaction zones in the
flame are similar to the corresponding five reaction zones
the IC flame in the context of their scalar profiles. The tw
nonpremixed~or the two rich premixed reaction! zones in the
IC flames are not differentiated in terms ofj. Consequently,
the two high temperature peaks are also not discernible.

For both the RC and IC flames, the OH radical profil
indicate that radical activity is highest in the nonpremix
reaction zones where the temperature peaks. Hydroxyl r
cals are consumed in the rich premixed zones, but hav
non-negligible concentration in the lean premixed zon
where oxidizing species are in relative abundance. The
profiles exhibit two peaks, a larger one on the rich side~in
rich premixed zones! and a smaller one in lean premixe
reaction zones. This indicates a rapid consumption of CO
lean premixed reaction zones due to the higher oxygen c
centrations. The larger peak in the rich premixed react
zones implies that while CO is produced in the ric
premixed region, it must be transported to the nonpremi
region where it behaves as an intermediate fuel and is
dized. The CO peak concentration is higher in the RC fla
due to the considerably higher value offoverall.

The differences in the state relationships are attributa
to the different overall equivalence ratios and the existe
of a second nonpremixed reaction zone in the IC flame.
example, the inverse flame contains higher temperature
both the rich ~0.75,j,1.0! and lean~j'0! regions. The
higher temperature in the rich region is due to the hig
overall equivalence ratio for the IC flame, while that in th
lean zone is due to a thermal conduction effect involvi
heat transfer from the second nonpremixed reaction z
~NP2! to the ambient air. Note that the negative values oj
occur due to the fact that the value ofZl is based on the
nitrogen mass fraction in the lean mixture. UsingZl corre-
sponding to the ambient conditions will limitj between 0
and 1.

F. Transient characteristics of RC and IC flames

Both the RC and IC flames at normal gravity are su
jected to a buoyancy-induced global instability that genera
large vortex structures, which cause the reaction zone
flicker. We have previously reported the instabilities in t
RC flame,7 in which the flame–vortex interaction involve
the outer lean premixed reaction zone. In the IC flame,
buoyancy-induced vortices interact with the outer nonp
mixed reaction zone~NP2! to cause large-amplitude oscilla
tions in this zone. This in turn induces large oscillations
the two rich premixed~RP1 and RP2! and the inner nonpre
mixed ~NP1! zones. The absence of coflow adjacent to
outermost slot and a lower Froude number make the
flame instability stronger and the oscillation amplitude larg
than that for the RC flame.

The dynamics of large vortex structures and their int
actions with the two flames are investigated by examinin
sequence of computed flame images over an oscillation
riod for both configurations~cf. Fig. 11!. In each image, the
streaklines are plotted on the left and CHO mass fract
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contours on the right. Due to a significantly reduced conc
tration of CHO species in the nonpremixed reaction zon
these zones are not as clearly discernible as the rich and
premixed reaction zones. For the RC flame, the oscilla
period is 80 ms and the images are sampled at every 8
@cf. Fig. 11~a!#. The three reaction zones appear to be re
tively stable at lower axial locations (Y,52 mm). At Y
552 mm, a large buoyancy-induced vortex is formed. As
moves downstream, it interacts with the lean premixed z
causing large-amplitude oscillations, which in turn indu
oscillations in the nonpremixed zone. The inner premix
reaction zone remains relatively unaffected by buoyancy

FIG. 11. Instantaneous images of simulated triple flames at five diffe
times within an oscillation period for the RC~top five! and IC triple flames.
For each image, the streaklines are plotted on the left-hand side, and
contours on the right-hand side.
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The buoyancy-induced instability is relatively strong
in the IC flame due to the smaller value of Fr and the abse
of an outer coflow. For the IC flame, the oscillation period
152 ms and images are sampled every 30.4 ms@cf. Fig.
11~b!#. The inner lean premixed zone~LP! is relatively
stable, which is analogous to the behavior of the inner r
premixed zone in the RC flame. On the other hand, the
rich premixed zones~RP1 and RP2! and the outer nonpre
mixed zone~NP2! exhibit large-amplitude oscillations. Th
inner nonpremixed zone~NP1! also oscillates in phase with
the rich premixed zones but with a smaller amplitude. T
vortex rollup occurs atY525 mm near the outer nonpre
mixed zone. The flame–vortex interaction is initiated in t
nonpremixed reaction zone for the IC flame and in the le
premixed reaction zone for the reference configuration. T
flame–vortex interaction is also significantly stronger for t
IC flame; as the vortex moves downstream it pinches off
outer nonpremixed reaction surface. Since the highest t
peratures occur in the nonpremixed regions, the buoyant
celeration is consequently higher in the IC flame as co
pared to that in the RC flame.

The computed flame flicker frequencies are 12.5 and
Hz for the RC and IC and flames, respectively. The low
frequency in case of the IC flame can be attributed to the
that the Froude number is smaller and the density differen
which is responsible for buoyant acceleration and instabil
is larger for this flame. The corresponding measured frequ
cies for the two cases are 12.5 and 8.5 Hz, respectiv
While the predicted and measured frequencies are in ag
ment for the RC flame, the predicted frequency for the
flame is '20% lower compared with the measured valu
This discrepancy is most likely due to the absence of cofl
in the ambient air. For the reference configuration, the fla
is located well inside the outer slot and is relatively shield
from the ambient air due to the coflow in the outer slot.
contrast, the outer nonpremixed reaction zone in the
flame, which is most influenced by gravity, is located outs
the outer slot, and its behavior is strongly influenced by
otherwise quiescent ambient fluid.

G. Effect of equivalence ratios on the flame structure

In Fig. 12 we present the phase-matched experiment
obtainedC2* chemiluminescent emission images for seve
cases in order to examine the effects of the rich and l
equivalence ratios on the IC triple flame structure. For
cases the velocities in the inner and outer slots are m
tained at 0.3 m s21. For the top three images, the equivalen
ratio in the outer slot is varied, while that in the inner slot
kept constant atf lean50.38. For the bottom three image
f lean is varied whilef rich51.8.

As f rich is increased~or the level of partial premixing is
reduced in the rich flow!, the heights of the two rich pre
mixed reaction zones~RP1 and RP2! increase~due to an
increase in the chemical time!, their tip opens~at f rich

'1.9), and the chemical activity~measured by the relative
chemiluminescent intensities! in these zones decreases.
contrast, the chemical activity in the two nonpremixed zon
~NP1 and NP2! becomes increasingly stronger asf rich is

nt
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FIG. 12. Phase-matched experiment
images of IC triple flames illustrating
the effects of variations in rich~outer
slot! and lean~inner slot! equivalence
ratios, respectively, denoted in the tex
asf rich andf lean.
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increased. Atf rich52.3, the two rich premixed reactio
zones are almost at the point of merging with their cor
sponding nonpremixed reaction zones. The lean prem
reaction zone~LP! is relatively unaffected by the variation
in f rich . The effect off rich on the unsteady flame behavio
was also investigated. While the oscillation frequency w
essentially constant, the oscillation amplitude increased
f rich was increased from 1.5 to 2.3.

The effect of varyingf lean on the flame structure is il
lustrated in the three bottom images of Fig. 12. As expec
the lean premixed reaction zone~LP! is most influenced by
variations in the value off lean. As f lean increases, i.e., as th
level of partial premixing in the inner slot is enhanced, t
lean premixed zone exhibits greater chemical activity. Si
the chemical time decreases asf lean approaches unity, the
height of the lean premixed reaction zone~LP! decreases
and, consequently, the height of the inner nonpremixed re
tion is also reduced. The two rich premixed zones and
outer nonpremixed zone are relatively unaffected by
variation in f lean. The oscillation amplitude and frequenc
were also found to be essentially insensitive to the varia
in f lean.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results of a numeric
experimental investigation of methane–air triple flames
two different coflowing configurations. The first configur
tion ~RC! has been considered in many previous investi
tions, and involves a rich mixture issuing from a central p
and a lean mixture from two outer ports. The second c
figuration ~IC! pertains to an inverse of the reference co
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figuration, and contains a lean mixture in the central port a
rich mixture in the two outer ports. The IC flames have n
been considered in previous studies. For both configurati
flames stabilized on a Wolfhard–Parker slot burner ha
been investigated in the present study.

While the RC flame contains three reaction zones, the
flow produces five reaction zones. Our investigation has~1!
examined the similitude~and differences! between the RC
and IC triple flames in both the spatial and mixture fracti
coordinates,~2! compared their unsteady behaviors und
normal gravity conditions, and~3! characterized the effect
of the rich and lean equivalence ratios on the IC triple fla
structure.

Triple flames in the reference and inverse configuratio
have markedly different spatial structures. The RC flame
hibits a typical triple flame structure with a nonpremixe
reaction zone~NP! located in between the rich premixe
~RP! and lean premixed reaction zones~LP!. In the inverse
configuration, the global flame contains five reaction zon
The first three, namely a lean premixed zone~LP!, a nonpre-
mixed zone~NP1!, and a rich premixed zone~RP1!, are sta-
bilized at the thin wall separating the inner and outer slo
These three zones constitute a triple flame that is analog
to the RC triple flame. The outer two reaction zones, i.e.,
rich premixed zone~RP2! and the nonpremixed zone~NP2!,
form a double flame, stabilized at the edge of the outer s
There is excellent agreement between the predicted and m
sured topologies of the various reaction zones in both
configurations.

Although the flames in the two configurations have co
plex global structures containing multiple reactions, th
scalar profiles show similar state relationships in terms of
P license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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modified mixture fraction. This has important implication
for the modeling of partially premixed turbulent combustio
Minor differences in the state relationships are attributable
the different overall equivalence ratios and the existence
second nonpremixed reaction zone in the IC flame.

Both the RC and IC flames at normal gravity exhib
well-organized periodic oscillations due to buoyanc
induced instabilities. However, the effect of buoyancy on
IC flame is stronger due to a lower Froude number and
sence of coflow for the inverse flame. Moreover, the flam
vortex interactions for the RC flame involves a lean p
mixed reaction zone, while those for the IC flame involve
nonpremixed reaction zone.

The predicted flame flicker frequencies are 12.5 and
Hz for the RC and IC flames, respectively. The correspo
ing measured frequencies for the two cases are 12.5 and
Hz. While the predicted and measured frequencies are id
tical for the RC flame, the predicted frequency for the
flame is '20% lower compared with the measured valu
The discrepancy is attributed to the fact that the RC flam
located well inside the outer slot and is relatively shield
from the ambient air. In contrast, the IC flame is locat
outside the outer slot, and its behavior is strongly influen
by the otherwise quiescent ambient air.

The effects of the rich and lean equivalence ratios on
IC triple flame structure and its transient characteristics h
been investigated. The lean premixed and the inner non
mixed reactions zones of the IC flame are influenced
variations in f lean in the inner slot. These zones becom
more reactive asf lean is increased. In contrast, changin
f rich affects both the rich premixed and the correspond
nonpremixed reaction zones. The flame oscillation freque
is found to be essentially independent of bothf rich and
f lean. The oscillation amplitude increases asf rich is in-
creased from 1.5 to 2.3, but is independent off lean. The
differences in the spatial structures and transient charact
tics of RC and IC flames lead to different combustion e
ciencies for the two flames. The IC flames generally ha
lower combustion efficiency.
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